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About This Game

Summary

Save the Ninja Clan is a platformer for casual players as well as speed runners. There are two ways to play this game: play
through the normal story mode or find secrets/"bugs" in the game to annoy the Game Manager watching.

Story

An evil ninja kidnapped your friends. You must collect scrolls in order to find your friends and save them. You will play as
different ninjas as the journey progresses. Each ninja has a different ability: Green ninja has a double jump, Purple Ninja has a

sprint, and the Grey Ninja has a dash (with temporary invincibility).
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Alternate Story

You can annoy the "Game Manager" by finding secrets/"bugs" in the game. Eventually he will get tired of you breaking the
current level and send you off to the next one.

-Gamepad/Controller Highly Recommended-

Features

30 Unique Levels.

Secrets/Bugs in all non boss levels.

3 Ninja types with different abilities.

3 Boss Fights.

Game too hard or too easy? Adjust the game speed.

You can unlock knife modifications.

Many stats are tracked.

Replays that show previous attempts.

Secret ending which unlocks something secret.
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Title: Save the Ninja Clan
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Willz
Publisher:
Sometimes You
Release Date: 20 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English
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I love this game. I love this series. I love the game developers. My childhood was good because of them.. The game is long
dead.. More of the same from Episode One, like I said before... If you enjoy Penny Arcade you will enjoy the story put forth by
this game. The art is what you would expect, and the combat is more complicated than your average rpg, tho still repetitive after
a while. I was never bored however. 8/10. I have to say, I've always wanted to play this type of game, but I've always feared the
kind of cringing it would bring on. This was my first experience and I am so very glad it was. I'll go over it in a couple of
categories, just to round out a review.

The Art: Fantastic. All of the characters are drawn very well; They show emotion with the simplest changes of expression,
which I'd imagine is very hard to pull off, but they do! And one particular thing that really helped me suspend my disbelief, the
characters changed clothes every in-game day! I know that seems like a small detail, but it goes a long way in pulling you in.

The Story: Well-Crafted. I was very surprised by how this game ended, more specifically by how excited I actually was to see
the ending. All along you're given clues and contacts and other things to interact with... It's not super complicated, don't be
expecting an INVESTIGATOR SIMULATOR 2017 kind of thing... But it keeps you engaged with a genuine sense that each
little choice you make, will echo somewhere later on. It's a short story, so that lets them have decision making that actually
means something. It's very tight.

Additional Comments: I just finished my first playthrough, with NO SEX! NO TITTEHS! NO NOTHING! I played the
absolute friend-zone all along, not peeping in anybody's windows when the game gave me the opportunity. I feel really proud of
myself... but GOD DAMN... I am starting playthrough number two NOW! I can't wait to be a total♥♥♥♥♥♥to everyone, who
does nothing but use his♥♥♥♥♥♥

Great Game! If you have any interest in the genre or are looking to try one and get started, START WITH THIS ONE :). Give
me a soundtrack. where is it.. It is gost DLC??. A fantastic tribute to 90s action-adventure games with an imaginitive story and
intriguing game mechanics, this title is nothing less than charming.
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I was so happy when I got to see that this game will come to steam. I still own the old original cd-rom version, even though it is
unplayable due to scratches and once in a while I tend to pick this game up on Scumm to play it again, even though I know every
little dialouge and all the riddles.

This is a great game with great humor, great puzzles, loveable characters and enjoyable soundtrack. This was the first game in
my life I ever got to play and finish. It brings back great memories of self drawn maps and being forced to remain stuck on
riddles for ages because you could not ask the internet for the solutions.

I really do recommend the game itself, because it is just awesome, but... I don't recommend this version.

- the new cursors are cancer to the eyes
- the "new" graphics look like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665compared to the original pixel-graphics

If you can look over the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 new cursors and be happy with changing all the "new"
features back to "classic playmode", then go and get this gem. If this would hurt your eyes too much, look out for the Scumm
version.

I would have gladly paid for this game in its original version, but being told it is a great 25th anniversary version that is just
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t and take money for it.. it is kind of a rip off. :<. Big Thinkers 1st Grade is a
game for kids of 6-7 years old. In it, you have a brother and a sister that can tranform themselves in many things and that are
explaining the games and encouraging kids. Ben and Becky are searching for Smart Stars around their house. And these can be
obtained by playing minigames.

Each minigame is covering a field: for example, in the living room, kids can express themselves through an art activity while in
the library, they can practice their geography without forgetting the time telling in the kitchen. Each activity met with success
will be rewarded with Smart Stars that can be used for a challenge. Some minigames, like the time telling, have different
difficulties: it can be more objects or thougher questions.

The games are really varied and use mechanics that you still find today in educational applications. So, yeah, I do think that Big
Thinkers 1st Grade can be still in use nowadays. However, what may be a little hard to get past at is the graphics. What will
follow is pasted from my review of Big Thinkers Kindergarten.

Not that I mind old graphics, as you know. After all, I began playing with Super Mario Bros and Doom II triggered a real
passion. But some of them aren't aging well. Big Thinkers is among them. It's like seeing an old cartoon. True, back then, these
were frequent in the adventure genre. However, today, it seems not at all clear. There are many information on the screen that
it's nearly making you scream that it's not user-friendly. I understand that the education behind is probably the main reason but I
don't care about words like Pantry or Rightly, though I suppose that for the kids, it's showing them something that is obvious for
the adult.

Anyway, you can interact with nearly everything, as far as your cursor is a white arrow. As an adult, it can seem to be too much
but for a kid, it's amusing. Myself, I got intrigued by what can happen.

If I have to say something for the soundtrack, it's correct. It's more the voice acting that is a pain in my ears, mainly Ben's voice.
I'm always under the impression that he tries to be louder than Becky.

Big Thinkers is in English. Total English. I don't know if there were any translated version because it would have been
interesting for the other languages. If as a teacher or a parent, you have no problem in English as second language, you can guide
your kid in the game. If some activities can be easy to understand, like the art or music activity, self-explanatory or like the
money one where you can guess that you need to pay items, others require knowledge of English vocabulary - it's nicer to
understand the stories that the kid is imagining or the questions in geography. Anyway, 10 activities can be played by non-
English speaking children.

Big Thinkers 1st Grade is a good educational game, whether for the classroom or for home. The graphics may have aged not so
well but the rest is still "modern".
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Ah and if you don't manage to find how to exit the game, put your mouse at the bottom of the screen, the menu should appear.
It's sad that there is nothing to indicate it though.. If you like construction, demolition, or machines, you'll like this game.. Game
is absolutely atricious. This is a "Full Release"? Yeah okay this .40 boutta go off. This game is worth the money. So far I've
racked up 45 hours of gameplay. The history and set up is good for the campign is very good. The game play itself is very
engrossing and it gives a fresh point capture rts that unlocks units and allows you to gather resources instead of building a static
base then building you're army. The action is none stop you might think your about to win then the enemy just kicks you in the
teeth out of nowhere its rather fun and keeps it interesting. I give this game 5 ot of 5 for price, gameplay, and general
replayability. Hope you find my review helpful. Sincerely Lust.. it has an interface that reminds me of ps2's classic square enix
games.it is a jewel puzzle game and it has an average story and soundtrack is amazing.
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